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them all possible help, and practising widely in the making of observa-
tions, experiments, and biological collections.
The independent observations and practical work of the students
in the fields and the school plot, in the kolhoz or sovhoz during summer
acquire great importance.
The teacher must plan ahead. Clear instructions for the carrying
out of accessible and interesting observations during the summer
help the student to become acquainted with natural phenomena
which are often inaccessible for direct study at the school. During
summer work in a kolhoz or sovhoz or a school plot the students can
make many valuable observations, notes, drawings, and valuable
collections. In the autumn it is necessary to integrate the summer
work and the material which has been collected and studied and to
present it as an exhibition of summer work. This material will be of
use in the subsequent laboratory work. It is imperative to combat
decisively the bookish, formal treatment of biology, separating the
science from life and the Socialist construction.
The school motion-picture apparatus with films selected in accord-
ance with the syllabus has a great significance in the student's training.
The alloscope and the epidiascope should be widely employed for the
demonstration of slides.
r SYLLABUS—FIFTH CLASS
botany (65 hours)
Introduction (1 hour)
Botany—science of the structure and life of plants.   Botany
service of Socialist construction.
(1) General acquaintance with the flowering plant (4 hours)
Organs of the flowering plant.   Cellular structure of plants.   Con-
ception of the plant cell,
Laboratory work:
(a) Study of the external structure of a flowering plant.
(6) Acquaintance with the cellular structure of plants (work with
magnifying glass).
Demonstration: The plant cell under the microscope (onion skin).
Excursion for a general acquaintance with flowering plants.
(2) The Seed, its germination and the preparation of seeds for sowing
(10 hours)
The structure of the seeds of dicotyledons and monocotyledons.

